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Abstract: We initiate the classification of nonrelativistic effective field theories (EFTs)
for Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons, possessing a set of redundant, coordinate-dependent
symmetries. Similarly to the relativistic case, such EFTs are natural candidates for “ex-
ceptional” theories, whose scattering amplitudes feature an enhanced soft limit, that is,
scale with a higher power of momentum at long wavelengths than expected based on the
mere presence of Adler’s zero. The starting point of our framework is the assumption of
invariance under spacetime translations and spatial rotations. The setup is nevertheless
general enough to accommodate a variety of nontrivial kinematical algebras, including the
Poincare´, Galilei (or Bargmann) and Carroll algebras. Our main result is an explicit con-
struction of the nonrelativistic versions of two infinite classes of exceptional theories: the
multi-Galileon and the multi-flavor Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) theories. In both cases, we
uncover novel Wess-Zumino terms, not present in their relativistic counterparts, realizing
nontrivially the shift symmetries acting on the NG fields. We demonstrate how the sym-
metries of the Galileon and DBI theories can be made compatible with a nonrelativistic,
quadratic dispersion relation of (some of) the NG modes.
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1 Introduction
Effective field theory (EFT) is a general framework that allows one to focus on the physics
relevant at a given energy scale, and to dispense with irrelevant microscopic details. This
approach is especially powerful in case of physical systems, possessing an ordered ground
state, where the low-energy physics is dominated by collective modes: the Nambu-Goldstone
(NG) bosons of the symmetry spontaneously broken by the order parameter. In case of
spontaneously broken internal, coordinate-independent symmetries, the construction of
EFT for NG bosons is by now well-understood in both relativistic [1–3] and nonrelativis-
tic [4–6] systems. It has provided key insight into issues such as the geometry of spontaneous
symmetry breaking, coupling of NG bosons to external fields or other dynamical degrees of
freedom, and the counting of NG bosons (see refs. [7–10] for a review of the latter subject).
The case of spontaneously broken spacetime, or more generally coordinate-dependent,
symmetries is considerably more subtle. The most striking difference to coordinate-inde-
pendent symmetries is that some broken symmetries now need not give rise to a NG
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boson [11]. This issue is unrelated to possible canonical conjugation of different NG
modes [12], and arises from the fact that different symmetries may be locally indistin-
guishable [13–15]. It is then natural to ask what physical consequences, if not the existence
of NG modes in the spectrum, such “redundant” symmetries have.
A remarkable answer to this question was given in ref. [16]. Namely, another generic
consequence of spontaneous symmetry breaking besides the very existence of NG bosons is
that they interact weakly at low energies (except when they do not [17–19]). This means
as a rule that in the long-wavelength, “soft” limit, scattering amplitudes of a NG boson are
proportional to its momentum, a fact usually referred to as Adler’s zero. It was shown in
ref. [16] that the presence of redundant symmetries in the system leads to an enhancement
of the soft limit, whereby the scattering amplitudes of NG bosons scale with some higher
power of momentum. As of the time of writing this paper, no examples of theories with
scattering amplitudes with enhanced soft limit not caused by an underlying redundant
symmetry are known. It is therefore reasonable to use symmetry as a starting point when
searching for new interesting theories with nontrivial soft limits.
It turns out that the requirement that the soft limit of scattering amplitudes be en-
hanced restricts the pool of possible EFTs so strongly that their exhaustive classification
seems feasible [16, 20, 21]. This was further supported by our previous work [22, 23] where
we carried out a direct classification of possible Lie algebra structures admitting redundant
symmetries.1 Among all relativistic EFTs with a single NG boson, only two turn out to
possess scattering amplitudes that display a soft limit enhanced beyond the expected Adler
zero. Both of these enjoy a prominent position in particle physics as well as cosmology:
the theory of fluctuations of a D-dimensional brane embedded into a (D + 1)-dimensional
pseudo-Euclidean spacetime, referred to as the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) theory, and the
Galileon theory [25].2 An advantage of the Lie-algebraic approach is that it allows for a
unified treatment of all EFTs regardless of the number of NG degrees of freedom (flavors).
This led us in refs. [22, 23] to the construction of new multi-Galileon and multi-flavor DBI
theories where NG bosons whose scattering amplitudes possess enhanced soft limits are
coupled to other, “ordinary” NG modes. This delimited the playground for studying EFTs
with nontrivial scattering amplitudes and/or extended symmetries.
The goal of the present paper is to extend the analysis of refs. [22, 23] to nonrelativistic
theories, that is, theories lacking Lorentz invariance. The motivation for doing so is twofold.
First, the world of quantum many-body systems — whether relativistic systems at finite
density or genuinely nonrelativistic, condensed-matter systems — is rich in phenomenology,
including nontrivial realization of spontaneously broken symmetries, that might otherwise
be forbidden by Lorentz invariance. Second, non-Lorentzian kinematical algebras appear
1See also ref. [24], which somewhat systematized the approach put forward in refs. [22, 23], originally
based on a brute-force enumeration of all constraints from Jacobi identities and their subsequent solution,
and applied it to theories with higher-spin NG fields.
2While the DBI theory is completely determined by spacetime geometry, there are altogether D + 1
different Galileon Lagrangians in D spacetime dimensions. One of these is a tadpole that is undesirable
in perturbative EFTs, and another is the usual kinetic term of the NG mode. This leaves us with D − 1
possible interaction terms, further related by a set of dualities [26–28].
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naturally in models inspired by nonrelativistic gravity [29, 30] and nonrelativistic string
theory, see e.g. refs. [31–33]. We shall not discuss the properties of scattering amplitudes of
NG bosons in nonrelativistic EFTs here, the reason being that techniques for calculation of
scattering amplitudes in such nonrelativistic systems, beyond the ordinary diagrammatic
perturbation theory, have not been developed yet.3 Until the precise correspondence be-
tween redundant symmetries and enhancement of soft limits of scattering amplitudes has
been established, the results of this paper should therefore be considered as providing a
list of candidate theories where nontrivial scattering amplitudes might be observed.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we show that the results of refs. [22, 23]
can be applied verbatim to the nonrelativistic case. The material of this section can be
viewed purely mathematically. Regardless of the above-introduced issues of spontaneous
breaking of redundant symmetries and soft limits of scattering amplitudes, it simply lists
possible consistent Lie algebras built upon the algebra of spacetime translations and spatial
rotations by adding a further unspecified set of scalar and vector generators, the only
additional assumption being that the scalar generators commute with spatial translations.
It thus extends some of the allowed nonrelativistic kinematic algebras [35–37]. As soon
as one wants to turn a given Lie algebra into an actual low-energy EFT, one has to make
a set of choices. These include the choice of physical NG degrees of freedom and the
associated spontaneously broken symmetries, and the choice to add, if desired, certain
redundant symmetries to the theory. The question for which of the allowed Lie algebras a
perturbatively well-defined EFT actually exists, seems difficult to answer in full generality,
although some partial steps were made in ref. [22]. We will therefore focus on constructing
explicit examples of consistent EFTs. Two infinite classes of such examples constitute the
material of sections 3 and 4. In section 5 we summarize and conclude.
Some technical details that supplement the main text of the paper are relegated to
three appendices. The class of symmetry Lie algebras presented in section 2 was obtained
using a general ansatz for the commutation relations, wherein only those contributions to
the commutators that exist in an arbitrary number d of spatial dimensions were included.
In appendix A we show that with a single additional, mild technical assumption, this
ansatz is justified in the physically most interesting case of d = 3. A discussion of the
possibility of a presence of central charges in the Lie algebra of symmetry generators is
provided in appendix B. Finally, in appendix C we show that a complete classification
of perturbatively well-defined EFTs based on the Lie algebras constructed in section 2 is
possible in the special case of a single physical NG degree of freedom.
2 Extended symmetry algebra
In this section we will answer the purely mathematical question as to what symmetry
structures can be obtained by augmenting the Lie algebra of spacetime translations and
spatial rotations with additional, scalar or vector, generators. Only once the most general
3Scattering amplitudes of gapless particles in theories violating Lorentz invariance were addressed re-
cently in ref. [34]. The discussion was however limited to theories where all particles have a strictly linear
dispersion relation with the same phase velocity.
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admissible Lie algebra of symmetry generators is at hand, will we comment on its possible
physical interpretations.
We start by fixing the notation for the generators of spatial rotations, Jµν , and trans-
lations, Pµ. We assume these to span the Lie algebra of isometries of the Euclidean space,
[Jµν , Jκλ] = i(gµλJνκ + gνκJµλ − gµκJνλ − gνλJµκ),
[Jµν , Pλ] = i(gνλPµ − gµλPν), (2.1)
[Pµ, Pν ] = 0.
Two remarks are in order here. First, in order to keep in touch with the notation introduced
in refs. [22, 23], we break the usual convention and use Greek letters µ, ν, . . . to denote
spatial indices. Whenever spacetime indices are needed later on, capital Latin letters,
M,N, . . . , will be used. Second, gµν in eq. (2.1) stands for the positive-definite Euclidean
metric. Throughout the paper, we will have implicitly in mind the standard Cartesian
coordinates in which gµν = δµν . In order for eq. (2.1) to match the commutation relations
between momentum and angular momentum, known from quantum mechanics, one should
interpret Jµν as minus the operator of angular momentum.
We would now like to add a set of additional scalar generators, Qi, and additional
vector generators, KµA. Rotation invariance restricts their commutators as follows,
[Jµν ,KλA] = i(gνλKµA − gµλKνA),
[Jµν , Qi] = 0, (2.2)
[Qi, Qj ] = if
k
ijQk,
where fkij are the structure constants of the Lie algebra of the scalars. The only additional
assumption we will make is that the scalar generators Qi commute with spatial translations,
[Pµ, Qi] = 0. (2.3)
The physical motivation behind this assumption is simply that it holds for most scalar
symmetries in physics, and in case it does not — as for instance for spatial dilatations
— the Adler zero property tends to be violated [17, 18]. But since we are not attaching
any physical interpretation to the Lie algebra under construction at this stage, we can just
think of eq. (2.3) as a technical assumption that simplifies the analysis.
We can now copy-paste the result of ref. [22] that characterizes the most general Lie
algebra satisfying the above constraints.4 To that end, we introduce two (not necessarily
disjoint) subsets of the scalar generators, QA and QAB. The indices A,B on these run over
the same values as the capital Latin index on KµA, and moreover QAB is required to be
antisymmetric in its indices. It is, however, not necessary that all the QAs or QABs are
linearly independent or even nonzero. Furthermore, denoting the number of vectors KµA
4The problem addressed in ref. [22] was to find extensions of the Poincare´ rather than the Euclidean
algebra, but thanks to the fact that it was formulated solely in terms of the metric gµν , the result can be
transferred without change to the present nonrelativistic situation.
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as n, we introduce two (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) block matrices,
(Ti)
A
B ≡
 (ti)AB 0
dBi 0
 , LAB ≡
 QAB iQA
−iQB 0
 . (2.4)
The matrices Ti are required to form an affine representation of the Lie algebra of the
scalar generators Qi and thus satisfy [Ti, Tj ] = if
k
ijTk. The n×n matrices ti span the linear
part of this representation and satisfy the same commutation relation. The commutation
relations between Pµ, KµA, QA and QAB then take a particularly elegant form,
[Pµ,KνA] = igµνQA,
[KµA,KνB] = i(gABJµν + gµνQAB),
[KµA, QB] = −igABPµ,
[KµC , QAB] = i(gACKµB − gBCKµA), (2.5)
[QA, QB] = 0,
[QAB, QC ] = i(gBCQA − gACQB),
[QAB, QCD] = i(gADQBC + gBCQAD − gACQBD − gBDQAC),
and are completely fixed by the symmetric matrix gAB, required to be an invariant tensor
under the representation ti of the algebra of Qis. Note that the first two lines of eq. (2.5)
give a precise definition of the QAs and QABs. The only commutators that remain to be
determined are those of Qi with KµA and with the QA, QAB subsets of scalars. These are
given in terms of the objects introduced above as
[Qi,KµA] = (ti)
B
AKµB − idAiPµ,
[Qi, LAB] = (T
T
i L+ LTi)AB.
(2.6)
Of course, all the commutators displayed in eq. (2.5) but the first two lines are contained
in eq. (2.6) due to the fact that the QAs and QABs are just a subset of all the Qis. This
imposes some consistency constraints on the “metric” gAB: writing QA ≡ aiAQi, gAB is
completely fixed by the coefficients aiA and dAi,
gAB = −aiAdBi = −aiBdAi. (2.7)
The true content of eq. (2.5) is thus that in order for the addition of the vector generators
KµA to be consistent, the algebra of scalar generators must possess a subalgebra spanned on
QA and QAB with very special properties. Altogether, the Lie algebra of all the generators,
Jµν , Pµ, KµA, Qi, is uniquely determined by the subalgebra of scalar generators Qi, defined
by the structure constants fkij , its affine representation Ti, and the corresponding rank-2
symmetric invariant tensor gAB.
Let us append several remarks. First, in a typical EFT application, the scalar gen-
erators Qi will correspond to some internal, coordinate-independent symmetry. Some of
them will be spontaneously broken: these are the generators responsible for the physical
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NG degrees of freedom of the EFT. By the same token, the vector generators KµA will
typically correspond to redundant, coordinate-dependent symmetries, responsible for the
enhancement of scattering amplitudes in the soft limit.
There are two important exceptions to these rules of thumb. First, in order to describe
physical systems with invariance under time translations, the Lie algebra must possess the
corresponding generator: the Hamiltonian H. This can be included among the Qis; we need
not specify its commutators separately. By means of eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), the Hamiltonian
commutes with both Jµν and Pµ as expected. In principle, it need not commute with the
other scalar generators Qi though. Second, our symmetry algebra is built upon the “static”
kinematic algebra, containing translations and rotations but no boosts [36, 37]. (The same
Lie algebra is sometimes referred to as Aristotelian [38].) It is, however, compatible with
other kinematical algebras as well provided that we include the vector of boost generators
among the KµAs, in particular the Poincare´, Galilei (or Bargmann), and Carroll algebra.
It can therefore serve as a starting point for discussion of EFTs on a variety of spacetimes,
relativistic or nonrelativistic alike.
Next, the most general Lie algebra of symmetry generators as presented above was
derived in ref. [22] assuming four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, and thus, upon re-
placing the Minkowski metric with the Euclidean one, applies to four spatial dimensions
in the present context. The Lie algebra as shown is consistent in any number of spatial
dimensions d, yet other contributions to the commutators, proportional to the Levi-Civita
tensor, may in principle exist for d < 4. In appendix A we show that with the additional
assumption that the set of generators QA is linearly independent,
5 no such contributions
exist in the physically important case of d = 3.
Finally, note that we have assumed that the commutation relations among the various
generators do not contain any central charges, that is, any central charges that could not be
absorbed into a redefinition of the generators or included among the Qis. This assumption
is justified for any d > 2, as explained in detail in Appendix B.
3 Galileon-like theories
It is not immediately obvious which of the Lie algebras included in the general class pre-
sented in the previous section give rise to a perturbatively well-defined EFT, by which we
mean the existence of a kinetic term for all dynamical degrees of freedom and generally
also some interaction terms in the Lagrangian. Instead of trying to answer this question in
full generality, we explicitly demonstrate the existence of physically interesting solutions.
In this section, we will assume that dAi = 0 [22, 23]. By eq. (2.7), this implies gAB = 0.
As a result, the generators Qi and KµA span a closed subalgebra, and the affine represen-
tation Ti reduces to the linear representation ti. The list of nonzero commutators reads
[Jµν , Jκλ] = i(gµλJνκ + gνκJµλ − gµκJνλ − gνλJµκ),
5This requirement is in fact necessary if we want to make sure that all the generators KµA, being
themselves linearly independent by definition, are redundant and thus the associated would-be NG fields
can be consistently eliminated from the EFT. At the present stage where we address the purely mathematical
question about possible extensions of the Euclidean algebra, it is nevertheless an assumption.
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[Jµν , Pλ] = i(gνλPµ − gµλPν),
[Jµν ,KλA] = i(gνλKµA − gµλKνA),
[Pµ,KνA] = igµνQA,
[KµA,KνB] = igµνQAB, (3.1)
[Qi,KµA] = (ti)
B
AKµB,
[Qi, Qj ] = if
k
ijQk,
[Qi, QA] = (ti)
B
AQB,
[Qi, QAB] = (ti)
C
AQCB + (ti)
C
BQAC .
We will refer to this class of Lie algebras as “Galileon-like.” They are specified uniquely
by the Lie algebra of scalar generators Qi and its Abelian ideal, generated by the QAs and
QABs. This class includes theories based on the static or Carroll algebra, but not on the
Poincare´ or Galilei (or Bargmann) algebra, where the commutator of the Hamiltonian with
the boost vector receives a contribution from spatial momentum.
We have reached the point where we have to decide what physics we want to describe
using our EFT. In order to be as concrete as possible at the cost of limiting the generality
of our discussion, we will focus on EFTs for scalar NG modes of spontaneously broken
internal symmetry. We therefore assume, first of all, that spacetime translations and
spatial rotations remain unbroken. By the same token, any of the vectors KµA must either
stay unbroken — especially when it represents boosts — or be spontaneously broken but
redundant. The latter possibility requires that there is a corresponding scalar generator QA
that is spontaneously broken. This ensures that the would-be NG mode associated with
KµA decouples from the low-energy spectrum [14, 39]. In practice, it can then be either
integrated out, or more conveniently, eliminated from the EFT by imposing a suitable
“inverse Higgs constraint” (IHC) [40].
In addition, we will assume that the scalar generators can be split into disjoint subsets,
{Qi} = {Q˜i} unionsq {QA} unionsq {QAB}, (3.2)
such that the Q˜is span a closed subalgebra, g. The algebra of scalar generators then has
the structure of a semidirect product, whereby the subalgebra g acts upon the Abelian
ideals spanned on QA and QAB via the representation ti. The requirement (3.2) includes
in particular the assumptions that the algebra g does not have any central charges and that
the generators QAB, if nonvanishing, are linearly independent of the QAs. It was argued
in ref. [22] that giving up either of these two assumptions leads to ill-defined EFTs.
Finally, we will assume for the sake of simplicity that the Hamiltonian commutes with
all the other scalar generators, which implies by eq. (3.1) that it also commutes with KµA,
and thus belongs to the center of the whole symmetry algebra. This assumption is natural
for the static (Aristotelian) algebra, but is also consistent with the Carroll algebra, where
the Hamiltonian belongs to the QAs.
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3.1 Coset construction
With all the simplifying assumptions in place, we now set out to construct a class of
Galileon-like EFTs. We employ for that purpose the version of the technique of nonlinear
realizations — oftentimes referred to as the coset construction — designed for spacetime
symmetries [41, 42]. We use the following parametrization for the coset space defined by
the nonlinearly realized symmetries, including spacetime translations,
U(t, x, θ, ξ) ≡ eitHeixµPµeiθAQAe i2 θABQABeiξµAKµAeiθaQ˜a . (3.3)
Here those of the generators QA, QAB, KµA that are spontaneously broken enter with the
corresponding NG fields. Those of the Q˜i generators that are spontaneously broken are
labeled Q˜a,b,...; those that remain unbroken will be referred to as Q˜α,β,... below [6]. The
next step is to evaluate the Lie-algebra-valued Maurer-Cartan (MC) form, ω ≡ −iU−1dU .
Decomposing the MC form in the basis of generators,
ω ≡ ωHH + ωµPPµ + ωAQQA +
1
2
ωABQ QAB + ω
µA
K KµA + Ω
iQ˜i, (3.4)
it is a matter of a straightforward exercise using the commutation relations (3.1) to deter-
mine the individual components,
ωH = dt,
ωµP = dx
µ,
ωAQ = (e
−iθata)AB(dθ
B − ξBµ dxµ), (3.5)
ωABQ = (e
−iθata)AC(e
−iθbtb)BD
[
dθCD + 12
(
ξCµ dξ
µD − ξDµ dξµC
)]
,
ωµAK = (e
−iθata)ABdξ
µB.
The component Ωi strongly depends on the Lie algebra of Q˜i and cannot in general be
evaluated in a closed form; it can however be calculated order by order in a series expansion
in the NG fields θa [6].
The first two lines of eq. (3.5) indicate that the geometry of the spacetime part of the
coset space is not affected by the presence of the NG modes: (dt,dxµ) together define a
global basis of 1-forms, covariant under all the symmetries of the system. The fact that
the MC form does not have any component proportional to Jµν also shows that the spin
connection is trivial. For future reference, we put down the expressions for the exterior
derivative of the MC form, known as the MC structure equations,
dωH = dω
µ
P = 0,
dωAQ = −iΩAB ∧ ωBQ + ωµP ∧ ωAKµ,
dωABQ = −iΩAC ∧ ωCBQ − iΩBC ∧ ωACQ + ωAKµ ∧ ωµBK , (3.6)
dωµAK = −iΩAB ∧ ωµBK ,
dΩi = 12f
i
jkΩ
j ∧ Ωk,
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where we introduced the shorthand notation ΩAB ≡ (ti)ABΩi. These expressions descend
directly from the commutation relations (3.1), but can also easily be verified using the
explicit expressions (3.5) for the MC form.
We are now finally in the position to clarify what symmetry the Lie algebra (3.1)
actually describes. Within the coset construction, symmetry transformations are defined
by acting from the left on the coset representative (3.3) with an element of the symmetry
group. By multiplying (3.3) in turn with eia0H , eia
µPµ , ei
AQA and e
i
2
ABQAB , we see at
once that the transformations generated by H, Pµ, QA and QAB act as trivial shifts on,
respectively, t, xµ, θA and θAB. By multiplying with ei
iQ˜i , we find likewise that the Lie
algebra g leaves the spacetime coordinates intact and transforms θA, θAB and ξµA linearly,
θA → (eiiti)A
B
θB, θAB → (eiiti)A
C
(
ei
jtj
)B
D
θCD, ξµA → (eiiti)A
B
ξµB. (3.7)
The action on the NG fields θa is nonlinear and is described by the usual coset construction
for internal symmetries [1, 2]. Finally, multiplying eq. (3.3) from the left by eiβ
µAKµA , we
find the symmetry induced by the new vector generators KµA,
θA → θA + βAµ xµ, θAB → θAB − 12(βAµ ξµB − βBµ ξµA), ξµA → ξµA + βµA. (3.8)
The first and last of these transformation rules correspond to a trivial multi-flavor general-
ization of the usual Galileon symmetry [25]. The transformation rule for θAB, along with
the expression for ωABQ in eq. (3.5), leads to a coupling of the θ
A and θAB modes, resulting
in a class of theories dubbed “twisted Galileon” in ref. [22].
3.2 Invariant actions
Within the coset construction, a linear representation of the unbroken subgroup is pro-
moted to a nonlinear realization of the whole symmetry group whereby the parameters of
the unbroken subgroup transformations acquire nontrivial dependence on the NG fields.
(In mathematics, this is usually referred to as an induced representation of the full group.)
In this way, operators invariant under the whole symmetry group can be constructed by
imposing mere invariance under the unbroken subgroup. The set of components of the MC
form splits up into multiplets with respect to the unbroken subgroup. The components of
the MC form corresponding to broken generators transform in some linear representation
of the unbroken subgroup, whereas the components corresponding to unbroken generators
transform as a gauge field of the unbroken subgroup. As a consequence, the former consti-
tute covariant building blocks for the construction of invariant actions, whereas the latter
can be used to construct covariant derivatives. It is obviously very important to distinguish
broken and unbroken generators at this stage.
Until now we kept open the possibility that not all of the QAs and KµAs are sponta-
neously broken. It is however clear from eq. (3.5) that those which are not broken, so that
there are no θA and ξµA fields, give a vanishing component of the MC form. The number
of linearly independent ωAQ components of the MC form thus equals the number of QAs
that are spontaneously broken. These can be used to eliminate the redundant fields ξµA
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by imposing a set of IHCs, which amounts to setting to zero the spatial part of ωAQ. This
is equivalent to
ξAµ = ∂µθ
A. (3.9)
The rest of the last three lines of eq. (3.5) then gives covariant derivatives of the NG fields,
∇0θA ≡ (e−iθata)AB∂0θB,
∇MθAB ≡ (e−iθata)AC(e−iθ
btb)BD
[
∂Mθ
CD + 12
(
ξCµ ∂Mξ
µD − ξDµ ∂MξµC
)]
, (3.10)
∇MξµA ≡ (e−iθata)AB∂MξµB.
The covariant derivative of θa is likewise defined using the Ωa component of the MC form,
Ωa ≡ ∇MθadxM .
All in all, invariant Lagrangians can now be constructed from the covariant derivatives
listed in eq. (3.10) and their covariant derivatives. Free indices on the covariant derivatives
are to be contracted in a way preserving all linearly realized symmetries, notably spatial
rotations. At the end of the day, the classification of all possible invariant Lagrangians
reduces to the classification of invariant tensors of the unbroken subgroup [6]. Denoting in
particular the unbroken part of g as h, the nontrivial part of the task to classify invariant
Lagrangians reduces to the problem of finding invariant tensors of h, which can be dealt
with using standard tensor methods.
Note that the covariant derivatives listed in eq. (3.10) are not just covariant, but in
fact manifestly invariant under the symmetries generated by QA, QAB and KµA. This
manifest invariance has a price though. Namely, upon using the IHC (3.9), we find that
there are no contributions to the MC form containing one spatial derivative per θA (and no
temporal derivatives). It looks like we cannot even construct a kinetic term for the Galileon
fields θA! The resolution of this apparent paradox is by now well-known. Invariant actions
can also be obtained from Lagrangians that change upon a symmetry transformation by a
surface term. Such Lagrangians are sometimes referred to as quasi-invariant Lagrangians,
but more often as Wess-Zumino (WZ) or Wess-Zumino-Witten terms.
The problem of finding possible WZ terms in D spacetime dimensions boils down to
finding invariant (D + 1)-forms on the coset space that are closed but not exact [43–45].6
Closedness ensures that the (D + 1)-form can be locally integrated to a D-form, which in
turn defines a local Lagrangian density on the D-dimensional spacetime. Non-exactedness
ensures that the WZ term is not equivalent to a strictly invariant Lagrangian density. In
case of the original, relativistic single-flavor Galileon theory, it was shown in ref. [47] that
there are altogether D+1 WZ terms. In the same paper, the WZ terms were generalized to
the multi-flavor case with g = SO(n), assuming that this is not spontaneously broken. In
our previous work [22, 23], we showed that these Galileon WZ terms generalize to arbitrary
g, regardless of whether it is spontaneously broken or not. There turn out to be up to D+1
types of WZ terms, characterized by fully symmetric g-invariant tensors of rank 1 to D+1.
Just like for strictly invariant Lagrangians, the task to find possible WZ terms therefore
6There are some topological constraints that have to be satisfied for this procedure to yield a well-defined
action: see refs. [43, 46] for details.
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reduces to the linear-algebraic problem of classifying invariant tensors of the corresponding
symmetry group, in this case the full algebra g (not just its unbroken part h).
3.3 Wess-Zumino terms
We would now like to see how to adapt the above-sketched construction of Galileon WZ
terms to the present nonrelativistic Galileon-like algebra (3.1). To that end, note that,
similarly to ref. [47], we have at hand the total of d + 1 = D rotationally-invariant and
g-covariant “Galileon” d-forms,
gA1···Akk ≡ µ1···µdωµ1A1K ∧ · · · ∧ ωµkAkK ∧ ω
µk+1
P ∧ · · · ∧ ωµdP ,
= (d− k)!ωµ1A1K ∧ · · · ∧ ωµkAkK ∧ ?(ωPµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωPµk), 0 ≤ k ≤ d,
(3.11)
where on the second line we used the Hodge star operator to simplify the index structure.
For future reference, we also put down the exterior derivative of the Galileon forms, which
follows immediately from eq. (3.6),
dgA1···Akk = −i
k∑
j=1
Ω
Aj
B ∧ g
A1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak
k . (3.12)
In order to get an invariant (D+1)-form, we now have to wedge gA1···Akk into two additional
1-forms, picked from the scalar components of the MC form.7 We have the following five
schematic possibilities,
• ωA1Q ∧ ωH ∧ gA2···Ak+1k ,
• Ωa ∧ ωH ∧ gA1···Akk ,
• ωA1Q ∧ ωA2Q ∧ gA3...Ak+2k ,
• Ωa ∧ ωA1Q ∧ gA2...Ak+1k ,
• Ωa ∧ Ωb ∧ gA1...Akk ,
that we will discuss in turn. (There are no WZ terms that would contain ωABQ , as we will
explain in section 3.3.6.) In each case, the drill is the same: we have to check for invariance
and closedness. As to the invariance condition, only the transformation properties under
g need to be checked explicitly; rotational invariance is already satisfied by the proper
contraction of indices in gA1···Akk and invariance under QA, QAB and KµA is manifest, as
explained above. Recall that the components of the MC form corresponding to nonlinearly
realized generators transform linearly under the adjoint action of the unbroken subgroup [1,
2]. This implies the following transformation rules under the action of an element of h with
infinitesimal parameters α,
δωAQ = i
α(tα)
A
Bω
B
Q ,
7In the relativistic case, we wedge just a single 1-form, ωAQ, into the basic Galileon D-forms. The fact
that we can now combine two different scalar generators to form the WZ term is responsible for the larger
variety of WZ terms, as compared to the relativistic case, that we are going to find below.
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δωABQ = i
α(tα)
A
Cω
CB
Q + i
α(tα)
B
Cω
AC
Q ,
δωµAK = i
α(tα)
A
Bω
µB
K , (3.13)
δΩa = −αfaαbΩb.
As to the closedness condition, this is most efficiently checked with the help of the MC
structure equations (3.6). If a given (D + 1)-form passes both tests, being both invariant
and closed, we have to integrate it and check whether the corresponding D-form potential
itself is or is not invariant. If it is not, we have found a WZ term.
3.3.1 WZ terms of type ωA1Q ∧ ωH ∧ gA2···Ak+1k
We first consider the following class of (D + 1)-forms,
ωkD+1 ≡ cA1···Ak+1ωA1Q ∧ ωH ∧ gA2···Ak+1k , 0 ≤ k ≤ d. (3.14)
It follows at once from eq. (3.13) that such a form is invariant if and only if
k+1∑
j=1
(tα)
B
AjcA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak+1 = 0, (3.15)
that is if the coupling cA1···Ak+1 is an invariant tensor of h. To check closedness, we calculate
the exterior derivative using eqs. (3.6) and (3.12),
dωkD+1 =− i
k+1∑
j=1
(ti)
B
AjcA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak+1Ω
i ∧ ωA1Q ∧ ωH ∧ gA2···Ak+1k
+ cA1···Ak+1ωH ∧ ωµP ∧ ωA1Kµ ∧ gA2···Ak+1k .
(3.16)
The contribution of the unbroken components Ωα of Ωi to the first line vanishes thanks to
the invariance condition (3.15). The broken components Ωa must always be nonzero thanks
to the presence of the NG fields θa. In order for the contributions of Ωa to eq. (3.16) to
vanish as well, the coupling cA1···Ak+1 must therefore be invariant under the whole algebra
g, not just its unbroken part h. As to the term on the second line of eq. (3.16), this can be
upon some manipulation cast as
cA1···Ak+1ωH∧ωµP∧ωA1Kµ∧gA2···Ak+1k =
k
d− k + 1cA1···Ak+1ωH∧ω
A1
Kµ∧ωµA2K ∧gA3···Ak+1k−1 , (3.17)
where we have used the fact that by the definition of the Galileon forms (3.11), the coeffi-
cient cA1···Ak+1 must be symmetric in A2, . . . , Ak+1. But for eq. (3.17) to vanish, cA1···Ak+1
must in fact be symmetric in all its indices. We thus conclude that the (D+ 1)-form (3.14)
is invariant and closed if and only if cA1···Ak+1 is a fully symmetric invariant tensor of the
algebra g.
Invariance under g ensures that ωkD+1 is independent of the NG fields θ
a, see eq. (3.5).
We do not have to integrate the form (3.14) in detail since, except for the factor of ωH , it
is identical to its relativistic counterpart. We can thus copy-paste the final result for the
corresponding Lagrangian upon imposing the IHC (3.9) from refs. [22, 23],
Lk = cA1···Ak+1θ
A1G
A2···Ak+1
k , (3.18)
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where
GA1···Akk ≡
1
(d− k)!
µ1···µkλk+1···λdν1···νkλk+1···λd(∂µ1∂ν1θ
A1) · · · (∂µk∂νkθAk). (3.19)
None of the Lagrangians Lk is invariant under the Galileon symmetry (3.8), hence all of
them constitute a genuine WZ term.
The existence of the WZ terms rests on the existence of the fully symmetric g-invariant
tensor couplings cA1···Ak+1 , which places a constraint on the choice of Lie algebra g and its
representation ti. Real representations of many, notably all compact, Lie algebras possess
a positive-definite symmetric rank-2 invariant tensor. The Lagrangian L1 then exists and
gives the spatial part of the kinetic term for the Galileon fields θA. The temporal part of
the kinetic term can be constructed with the help of the covariant derivative ∇0θA given
in eq. (3.10). This ensures that there is an infinite class of perturbatively well-defined,
nonrelativistic Galileon-like EFTs. All the other WZ Lagrangians Lk with 2 ≤ k ≤ d, as
well as the further WZ terms constructed below, generate nontrivial interactions. (L0 is a
tadpole and should be discarded in a perturbative EFT.)
As an aside, note that the operators GA1···Akk descend directly from the closed forms
g˜A1···Akk ≡ µ1···µddξµ1A1 ∧ · · · ∧ dξµkAk ∧ dxµk+1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµd . (3.20)
These are related, but not equal, to the Galileon forms (3.11). While gA1···Akk is manifestly
g-covariant but generally not closed, g˜A1···Akk is manifestly closed but not g-covariant. The
two forms coincide when g remains fully unbroken.
3.3.2 WZ terms of type Ωa ∧ ωH ∧ gA1···Akk
Let us move to the next class of (D + 1)-forms,
ωkD+1 ≡ caA1···AkΩa ∧ ωH ∧ gA1···Akk , 0 ≤ k ≤ d. (3.21)
Having collected some experience in checking the invariance and closedness of the (D+ 1)-
forms, we can proceed a little faster. As in the previous case, invariance requires that the
coefficient caA1···Ak is an invariant tensor of h. Since it now contains two types of indices,
the detailed condition looks somewhat different than eq. (3.15) though,
if bαacbA1···Ak +
k∑
j=1
(tα)
B
AjcaA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak = 0. (3.22)
Let us introduce a shorthand notation for the tensor action of generators of g on the capital
indices of the coefficient,
(Γi)aA1···Ak ≡ i
k∑
j=1
(ti)
B
AjcaA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak . (3.23)
Upon working out the exterior derivative of ωkD+1, it turns out that the invariance and
closedness conditions can be written in a compact form, respectively, as
(Γα)aA1···Ak = f
b
αacbA1···Ak ,
(Γa)bA1···Ak − (Γb)aA1···Ak = f cabccA1···Ak .
(3.24)
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It is not obvious how to solve these conditions in full generality. It is however easy to devise
a practically useful algorithm to check for the existence of their solutions case by case. In
the first step, one focuses on the invariance condition. Solving this is a standard problem
in group theory that amounts to finding singlets in a direct product of representations of
the unbroken subalgebra h. For given g, h and the representation ti of g on the Galileon
fields θA, this will typically yield just a few possibilities, which are then expected to be
further constrained by the second condition in eq. (3.24).
We shall now demonstrate that there is a special class of simple solutions to eq. (3.24)
for which the corresponding WZ terms can be worked out explicitly. Afterwards, we will
discuss possible more complex solutions.
Separable WZ terms. One obvious possibility how to satisfy eq. (3.24) is to make both
the left- and the right-hand side of these conditions vanish. This can be ensured if, roughly
speaking, caA1···Ak behaves as an invariant tensor separately in a and in the A1, . . . , Ak
indices. We shall call such WZ forms separable, requiring that
faijcaA1···Ak = (Γi)aA1···Ak = 0. (3.25)
The latter condition ensures that caA1···Ak is a fully-symmetric g-invariant tensor with
respect to the indices A1, . . . , Ak. For compact Lie algebras g, the former condition in
eq. (3.25) means that caA1···Ak can only be nonzero if the index a labels a generator from
the center of g. In general, this condition ensures that all contributions to Ωa but dθa
drop out of ωkD+1. It is then easy to guess the corresponding D-form potential, ω
k
D =
caA1···Akθ
aωH∧gA1···Akk = caA1···Akθadt∧ g˜A1···Akk , where we used the g-invariance of caA1···Ak
in the capital indices. This translates, upon imposing the IHC (3.9), to the Lagrangian
Lk = caA1···Akθ
aGA1···Akk . (3.26)
These Lagrangians realize trivially the Galileon symmetry (3.8), but nontrivially the sym-
metry under g. Indeed, due to the condition (3.25), the NG field θa inside the Lagrangian
shifts under g effectively by a mere constant and the action associated with eq. (3.26) is in-
variant thanks to the fact that GA1···Akk is a total derivative; the latter follows by inspection,
or from the fact that the form (3.20) is closed.
As in the previous case, eq. (3.18), this class of Lagrangians exists in relativistic and
nonrelativistic systems alike, although this was not noticed in refs. [22, 23]. The k = 0
Lagrangian, L0, should be discarded in a perturbative EFT, being a tadpole for θa. The
k = 1 Lagrangian L1, if allowed by g-invariance, generates mixing between the Galileon
and non-Galileon NG fields, θA and θa. Finally, the LagrangiansLk with k ≥ 2 provide our
first example of nontrivial interactions between the Galileon and non-Galileon NG fields.
Non-separable WZ terms. Finding a general solution to the algebraic constraints (3.24)
is beyond the scope of the present paper. We shall however outline a class of solutions that
are not separable in the above-introduced sense, and thus entangle nontrivially the action
of the algebra g on the Galileon and non-Galileon fields.
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To that end, note that the second of the conditions (3.24) can be satisfied identically
if we find an algebra g and its representation ti on the Galileon fields such that
(ta)
A
B = 0, f
a
bc = 0. (3.27)
The remaining first line of eq. (3.24) then requires that the tensor coupling caA1···Ak be
h-invariant. Identification of WZ terms thus once again boils down to the group-theoretic
problem of finding singlets in a direct product of representations of h.
In order for eq. (3.27) to be consistent with the fact that the matrices ti should define
a representation of g, additional constraints, fβαatβ = f
α
abtα = 0, must be satisfied. This
can be ensured by requiring that fβαa = fαab = 0. (This is an inevitable conclusion, should
the representation tα of the unbroken subalgebra h be faithful.) As a consequence, the Lie
algebra g necessarily has the structure of a semidirect product,
g = hn k, (3.28)
where the subalgebra h acts on the Abelian ideal k, spanned on the broken generators Qa.
In this case, the relevant components of the MC form become extremely simple,
ωAQ = dθ
A − ξAµ dxµ,
ωµAK = dξ
µA, (3.29)
Ωa = dθa.
The resulting WZ Lagrangian is identical to that in eq. (3.26), yet the constraints on the
algebra g and the coupling caA1···Ak are now quite different.
For an explicit example, take g = ISO(n) and h = SO(n), and take ti to be the vector
representation of h, in which the translation generators of ISO(n) are mapped to zero.
Since the Galileon fields θA and the non-Galileon NG fields θa now transform in the same
representation of SO(n), there is an obvious solution for the k = 1 Lagrangian,
L1 = δaAθ
a∂µ∂
µθA. (3.30)
This is invariant under SO(n) but shifts by a surface term under the translation part of
ISO(n). This construction can obviously be repeated for any choice of h. The represen-
tation of h on k, defining the semidirect product (3.28), can be naturally extended to the
representation of the whole algebra g on the Galileon fields θA, whereby the generators of
the Abelian ideal k are mapped to zero, as required by eq. (3.27). A symmetric rank-2
h-invariant tensor caA then exists for many Lie algebras and their real representations.
Higher-rank symmetric invariant tensors caA1···Ak can be constructed as the d-tensors of h,
see for instance ref. [48].
For a reader who wonders why we resorted to the exotic-looking class of non-semisimple
algebras (3.28) with g/h = ISO(n)/SO(n) as the prototype, we add that the superficially
similar, and more natural, candidate algebra with g = SO(n+1) and h = SO(n) would not
do. In this case, the Galileon fields θA form an (n+ 1)-vector of g. The non-Galileon NG
fields θa form an n-vector of h, and can be conveniently encoded in a unit (n+ 1)-vector,
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transforming linearly under all of g, namely Θi = (θa,
√
1− δbcθbθc). A detailed analysis
then shows that, at least in the k = 1 case, the conditions (3.24) have a unique solution,
the corresponding Lagrangian being proportional to
L1 = δiAΘ
i∂µ∂
µθA. (3.31)
This is, however, strictly invariant under all the symmetries and hence not a WZ term.
3.3.3 WZ terms of type ωA1Q ∧ ωA2Q ∧ gA3···Ak+2k
The following three classes of WZ terms are genuinely nonrelativistic. Here ωH is replaced
with a scalar component of the MC form carrying a NG field, so we expect the resulting
Lagrangians to depend explicitly on time derivatives of the NG fields. We start with
ωkD+1 ≡ cA1···Ak+2ωA1Q ∧ ωA2Q ∧ gA3···Ak+2k , 0 ≤ k ≤ d. (3.32)
By the antisymmetry of the wedge product, the coefficient cA1···Ak+2 must be antisymmetric
in A1, A2 and symmetric in A3, . . . , Ak+2. Invariance of the form (3.32) requires cA1···Ak+2
to be an invariant tensor of h. The exterior derivative of the form can be worked out in a
way very similar to eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) and reads
dωkD+1 =− i
k+2∑
j=1
(ti)
B
AjcA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak+2Ω
i ∧ ωA1Q ∧ ωA2Q ∧ gA3···Ak+2k
− 2k
d− k + 1cA1···Ak+2ω
A1
Q ∧ ωA2Kµ ∧ ωµA3K ∧ gA4···Ak+2k−1 .
(3.33)
The vanishing of the first line requires cA1···Ak+2 to be an invariant tensor of the whole
algebra g. The vanishing of the second line, on the other hand, indicates that it should
be symmetric under the exchange of any of A1, A2 with any of A3, . . . , Ak+2, which is not
possible unless the latter set is empty. This time, we thus end up with a single candidate
invariant and closed (D + 1)-form,
ω0D+1 = cABω
A
Q ∧ ωBQ ∧ g0 = µ1···µdcABωAQ ∧ ωBQ ∧ dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµd , (3.34)
where cAB is an antisymmetric tensor whose full invariance under g ensures that the form
is independent of the NG fields θa. It is easy to guess the corresponding D-form potential,
ω0D = µ1···µdcABθ
AdθB ∧ dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµd . This translates to the WZ Lagrangian
L0 = cABθ
A∂0θ
B, (3.35)
which is the temporal part of the nonrelativistic (Schro¨dinger) kinetic term, making the
fields θA pairwise canonically conjugated [12]. As a consequence, there is one excitation
branch in the spectrum associated with two degrees of freedom and its dispersion relation
is as a rule quadratic [49]. Such modes are nowadays called type-B NG bosons [50–52].
Interestingly, the Lagrangian (3.35) has a much larger, accidental symmetry: it changes
by a total (time) derivative upon an arbitrary spatial-coordinate-dependent shift of the
fields, θA → θA + fA(x). Such a higher-order shift symmetry is typical for derivative
bilinear Lagrangians [53, 54].
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3.3.4 WZ terms of type Ωa ∧ ωA1Q ∧ gA2···Ak+1k
We move on to the next class of (D + 1)-forms,
ωkD+1 ≡ caA1···Ak+1Ωa ∧ ωA1Q ∧ gA2···Ak+1k , 0 ≤ k ≤ d. (3.36)
The conditions for invariance and closedness are found in a close parallel with section 3.3.2,
we thus merely summarize the outcome of the check, using the notation (3.23). It turns
out that caA1···Ak+1 has to be fully symmetric in the indices A1, . . . , Ak+1. In addition, the
following conditions must hold,
(Γα)aA1···Ak+1 = f
b
αacbA1···Ak+1 ,
(Γa)bA1···Ak+1 − (Γb)aA1···Ak+1 = f cabccA1···Ak+1 ,
(3.37)
which are identical to eq. (3.24) upon the replacement k → k + 1.
Given the close analogy with section 3.3.2, the construction of candidate invariant and
closed WZ forms proceeds along the same steps; the WZ forms of the Ωa ∧ωA1Q ∧ gA2···Ak+1k
type are characterized by the same class of tensor couplings as the WZ forms of the Ωa ∧
ωH ∧ gA1···Ak+1k+1 type. The resulting effective Lagrangians may however be quite different.
Below we give some explicit examples following the division of candidate WZ forms into
separable and non-separable ones as in section 3.3.2.
Separable WZ terms. These are characterized by couplings that satisfy the conditions
faijcaA1···Ak+1 = (Γi)aA1···Ak+1 = 0. (3.38)
Similarly to the discussion of separable WZ terms in section 3.3.2, the former condition
ensures that only the dθa contribution to Ωa survives in ωkD+1. The corresponding D-form
potential then is
ωkD = caA1···Ak+1θ
aωA1Q ∧ gA2···Ak+1k = caA1···Ak+1θa(dθA1 − ξA1µ dxµ) ∧ g˜
A2···Ak+1
k . (3.39)
The fact that dωkD = ω
k
D+1 follows from the fact that ω
k
D with the θ
a factor stripped off
is, up to the factor ωH , just the form (3.14), which we know is closed. Upon imposing the
IHC (3.9), the ensuing Lagrangian is seen to be, up to an overall factor,
Lk = caA1···Ak+1θ
a∂0θ
A1G
A2···Ak+1
k . (3.40)
The Galileon symmetry (3.8) is, as in the case of the similarly-looking Lagrangian (3.26),
realized trivially. It is however instructive to work out a couple of examples to see that
the realization of the effective shift symmetry acting on θa can now be tricky. The first
representative of the sequence of Lagrangians (3.40) is
L0 = caAθ
a∂0θ
A, (3.41)
which shifts upon θa → θa+a by a total time derivative. This is a single-derivative mixing
term that, just like eq. (3.35), makes some of the NG fields canonically conjugated. It is
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interesting to see that such canonical conjugation can also mix Galileon and non-Galileon
fields. The next Lagrangian in the series (3.40) reads
L1 = caABθ
a∂0θ
A∂µ∂
µθB. (3.42)
Here the symmetry of caAB in A,B is essential to ensure that upon the shift θ
a → θa + a,
the Lagrangian changes by a mere surface term,
δL1 = caAB
a
[
∂0
(
θA∂µ∂
µθB + 12∂µθ
A∂µθB
)− ∂µ(θA∂0∂µθB)]. (3.43)
Non-separable WZ terms. Since the algebraic conditions (3.37) enforced by invariance
and closedness are identical to those found in section 3.3.2, the discussion of non-separable
terms presented therein, including the constraints (3.27) and (3.28), applies here as well.
In the concrete case where g = ISO(n) and h = SO(n), we find the k = 1 Lagrangian
L1 = δaAθ
a∂0θ
A. (3.44)
This is very similar to eq. (3.41), but was obtained under different assumptions on the
symmetry algebra g and its representation ti.
3.3.5 WZ terms of type Ωa ∧ Ωb ∧ gA1···Akk
The last and most nontrivial class of (D + 1)-forms we consider is
ωkD+1 ≡ cabA1···AkΩa ∧ Ωb ∧ gA1···Akk , 0 ≤ k ≤ d. (3.45)
The coefficient cabA1···Ak is antisymmetric in a, b and fully symmetric in A1, . . . , Ak due
to the antisymmetry of the wedge product. Here we need an obvious modification of the
notation (3.23),
(Γi)abA1···Ak ≡ i
k∑
j=1
(ti)
B
AjcabA1···Aj−1BAj+1···Ak . (3.46)
Then for ωkD+1 to be invariant and closed, cabA1···Ak must be an invariant tensor of h,
(Γα)abA1···Ak = f
c
αaccbA1···Ak + f
c
αbcacA1···Ak . (3.47)
In addition, the following condition must hold,
(Γc)abA1···Ak − fdabcdcA1···Ak + cyclic permutations of a, b, c = 0. (3.48)
As for the WZ forms discussed in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4, it seems difficult to solve the
above two conditions in general. A reasonable approach is to first focus on the h-invariance
condition that can be dealt with using standard group-theoretic methods, and then impose
the condition (3.48) on the (presumably few) invariant forms found. Let us work out some
concrete examples.
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Separable WZ terms. As before, explicit solutions to the conditions (3.47) and (3.48)
can be found by decoupling the a, b and A1, . . . , Ak indices. In order for the invariance and
closedness conditions to be satisfied, it is thus sufficient that cabA1···Ak is a fully symmetric
g-invariant tensor with respect to the A1, . . . , Ak indices, and that f
a
ijcabA1···AkΩ
b∧Ωi∧Ωj =
0 for all possible values of A1, . . . , Ak. The latter condition then automatically guarantees
that cabA1···Ak is an antisymmetric h-invariant tensor in its a, b indices. Now the d-form
gA1···Akk , when contracted with a fully symmetric g-invariant tensor coupling, is closed. It
follows that for the form (3.45) to be closed but not exact, cabA1···AkΩ
a ∧ Ωb itself must
be closed but not exact. For compact and connected Lie groups G (stemming from the
Lie algebra g), such 2-forms are classified by the second de Rham cohomology of the
corresponding coset space G/H [45]. There is one such 2-form for every U(1) factor of
H, or every generator of the center of its Lie algebra, h. Going back to the full (D + 1)-
form (3.45), its D-form potential then is
ωkD = cαA1···AkΩ
α ∧ gA1···Akk , (3.49)
where the index α now labels generators of the center of h and cabA1···Ak =
i
2f
α
abcαA1···Ak .
Upon imposing the IHC (3.9), we finally read off the class of WZ Lagrangians,
Lk = cαA1···AkE
M0M1···Mkλk+1···λdν1···νkλk+1···λdΩ
α
M0∂M1∂ν1θ
A1 · · · ∂Mk∂νkθAk , (3.50)
where the component ΩiM is defined through Ω
i ≡ ΩiMdxM and we used the letter E to
denote the D-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol.
Let us have a closer look at the first two Lagrangians of the series (3.50) to understand
their content. First, we have L0 = cαΩα0 . This is a WZ term since for generators of the
center of h, Ωα transforms under g as an Abelian gauge field, Ωα → Ωα + dα, where α
is now a parameter of an induced h-transformation, depending on spacetime coordinates
implicitly through the NG fields [1, 2]. This Lagrangian is responsible for the appearance
of type-B NG modes in quantum many-body systems with a compact internal symmetry
group, for instance in ferromagnets [4]. It is topological in nature and generates a Berry
phase when the ordered ground state is driven by a time-dependent external field [5, 55].
The next Lagrangian in the series (3.50) reads
L1 = cαA(Ω
α
0∂µ∂
µθA − Ωαµ∂0∂µθA). (3.51)
While it realizes trivially all symmetry transformations acting on θA, it does realize non-
trivially the action of g on Ωα. Namely, upon the Abelian gauge transformation of Ωα, the
Lagrangian shifts by the surface term
δL1 = cαA
[
∂µ
(
∂0
α∂µθA)− ∂0(∂µα∂µθA
)]
. (3.52)
All the Lagrangians Lk with k ≥ 1, if permitted by the required g-invariance of cαA1···Ak
with respect to theA1, . . . , Ak indices, represent nontrivial interactions between the Galileon
fields θA and type-B NG bosons.
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Non-separable WZ terms. The discussion of possible non-separable WZ terms follows
the same pattern as in the previous subsections. Namely, while we are not able to give a
general solution to the conditions (3.47) and (3.48), the latter can be identically satisfied
if eq. (3.27) holds, which leads us to consider non-semisimple algebras of the type (3.28).
The (D + 1)-form ωkD+1 then boils down to
ωkD+1 = cabA1···Akdθ
a ∧ dθb ∧ g˜A1···Akk . (3.53)
The integration of this form is trivial, leading to the class of Lagrangians
Lk = cabA1···AkE
M0M1···Mkλk+1···λdν1···νkλk+1···λdθ
a∂M0θ
b∂M1∂ν1θ
A1 · · · ∂Mk∂νkθAk . (3.54)
This is formally similar to the Lagrangian (3.50), but is based on very different require-
ments on the Lie algebras g and h and the representation ti of g on the Galileon fields.
The assumed antisymmetry of cabA1···Ak in a, b makes the very existence of a nontrivial
Lagrangian possible; whatever symmetric part of cabA1···Ak might be present contributes a
pure surface term to the Lagrangian (3.54).
To see some concrete examples, consider g/h = ISO(2)/SO(2). In this case, we have a
natural k = 0 Lagrangian,
L0 = abθ
a∂0θ
b. (3.55)
This is invariant under SO(2) and shifts by a surface term under the spontaneously broken
translation part of ISO(2). Similarly, for g/h = ISO(3)/SO(3), we have a natural k = 1
Lagrangian,
L1 = abAθ
a(∂0θ
b∂µ∂
µθA − ∂µθb∂0∂µθA). (3.56)
This is likewise manifestly invariant under SO(3), and transforms as
δL1 = abA
a
[
∂µ
(
∂0θ
b∂µθA
)− ∂0(∂µθb∂µθA)] (3.57)
under the translation θa → θa + a.
3.3.6 Absence of WZ terms with ωABQ
With the experience accumulated by the analysis of the WZ terms above, it is now easy
to understand why no WZ terms can be built using the ωABQ form. Consider the following
schematic rotationally invariant (D + 1)-form,
ωkD+1 = cσA1···Ak+2ω
σ ∧ ωA1A2Q ∧ gA3···Ak+2k , (3.58)
where ω without a subscript can be any of ωH , ω
A
Q, ω
AB
Q and Ω
a, and σ is the corresponding
abstract index. By the antisymmetry of ωABQ in its two indices and of the wedge product,
the coupling cσA1···Ak+2 must be antisymmetric in A1, A2 and symmetric in A3, . . . , Ak+2.
As is clear from eq. (3.6), the exterior derivative of ωkD+1 will contain the following term,
dωkD+1 3 cσA1···Ak+2ωσ ∧ ωA1Kµ ∧ ωµA2K ∧ gA3···Ak+2k , (3.59)
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and no other contribution that would contain the same number of ωµAK 1-forms,
8 hence this
term has to vanish by itself, should ωkD+1 be closed. But this is only possible if cσA1···Ak+2
is symmetric under the exchange of one of A1, A2 with one of A3, . . . , Ak+2, which is
forbidden by the a priori (anti)symmetry of the coupling. We conclude that indeed there
are no invariant and closed forms of the type (3.58).
4 DBI-like theories
Upon having investigated in detail nonrelativistic Galileon-like theories, we shall now switch
gears and focus on another infinite set of EFTs, arising from the general class of Lie algebras
introduced in section 2. In contrast to the Galileon-like theories where gAB = 0, we shall
assume that gAB is nonsingular. The matrix gAB then behaves as a metric that can be used
to raise and lower indices. This interpretation is supported by eq. (2.5), whose structure
is identical to that of the pseudo-Euclidean algebra. Altogether, the generators Jµν , Pµ,
KµA, QA and QAB span the pseudo-Euclidean algebra in a flat (d+ n)-dimensional space
equipped with the metric gµν ⊕ gAB. The generators QAB and QA act as generators of
rotations and translations in the n extra dimensions, while the generators KµA represent
rotations between the d physical dimensions and the n extra dimensions. The NG fields
θA can be thought of as the fluctuations of a d-dimensional brane, spontaneously breaking
translations in the extra dimensions [56].
The fact that gAB is invertible makes it possible to redefine the generators as [22, 23]
Q˜i ≡ Qi + dAigABQB. (4.1)
It follows from eq. (2.7) that Q˜A ≡ aiAQ˜i = 0. At the same time, it is obvious from eq. (4.1)
that any Qi that is mapped to zero by this change of basis must be a linear combination
of the QAs. The set of generators Qi thus naturally splits up into the set of QA and those
of Q˜i that are nonzero. We will not list all the commutation relations among the various
generators upon the redefinition (4.1). They mostly copy eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) thanks to
the fact that QAB is unaffected by the redefinition (4.1). We will thus focus solely on the
commutators of the redefined scalars themselves, which simplify to
[Q˜i,KµA] = (ti)
B
AKµB,
[Q˜i, QA] = (ti)
B
AQB, (4.2)
[Q˜i, QAB] = (ti)
C
AQCB + (ti)
C
BQAC ,
[Q˜i, Q˜j ] = if
k
ijQ˜k.
The last line of eq. (4.2) shows that the Q˜is still span a closed Lie algebra. The first three
lines indicate that they act upon KµA, QA and QAB separately via the representation ti.
Altogether, the Lie algebra of symmetry generators, denoted from now on as “DBI-
like,” has the structure of a semidirect product. It is specified uniquely by the Lie algebra
8In the exceptional case where ωσ itself is of the ωABQ type, there will be two terms of the type (3.59),
which turn out to equal each other thanks to the symmetries of the cσA1···Ak+2 tensor coupling.
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of Q˜i, its representation ti and the invariant metric gAB. Since the coefficients dAi are
now absorbed into the change of basis of the Lie algebra, the metric gAB can be chosen
truly independently of the rest of the structure, and is only constrained by the fact that it
operates in the target space of the representation ti. The structure of nonrelativistic DBI-
like algebras is general enough to accommodate the static (Aristotelian) kinematic algebra
and the Poincare´ algebra. The Galilei (or Bargmann) and Carroll algebras do not fit in this
category, having mutually commuting boosts. For the Poincare´ algebra, the Hamiltonian
must belong to the Abelian subalgebra generated by the QAs due to the fact that it appears
in the commutator of boosts with spatial translations. In case of the static algebra, we do
not have a vector of boost generators, and therefore naturally expect the Hamiltonian to
fit into the algebra of Q˜i. In this case we will assume for the sake of simplicity that the
Hamiltonian commutes with all the other scalar generators, which implies by eq. (4.2) that
it also commutes with all the KµA.
4.1 Coset construction
In order to work out concrete EFTs, we have to choose what physics we want to describe.
Similar comments to those made in the introduction to section 3 apply here. In particular,
note that not all of the KµAs have to be nonlinearly realized, but those that are should be
accompanied by a spontaneously broken scalar generator QA and the corresponding NG
field θA. In order to be able to employ the machinery of the coset construction, we choose
the following parametrization of the coset space,
U(t, x, θ, ξ) ≡ eitHeixµPµeiθAQAeiξµAKµAeiθaQ˜a . (4.3)
This is very similar to the parametrization (3.3) used for Galileon-like theories, except that
the explicit θAB term is missing as it is now included among the θa fields. The fact that the
eitH factor is included indicates that we have implicitly in mind the static algebra case. For
the Poincare´ algebra, this factor is to be removed and the Hamiltonian identified among
the QA generators.
The MC form of DBI-like theories takes the general form
ω ≡ ωHH + ωµPPµ + ωAQQA + ωµAK KµA + ΩiQ˜i +
1
2
ωµνJ Jµν . (4.4)
Before we provide explicit expressions for the various components of the MC form, let us
introduce some auxiliary notation. First, we define the functions
ĉh(x) ≡ cosh√x, ŝh(x) ≡ sinh
√
x√
x
, (4.5)
which are, in spite of the appearance, both analytic functions of the argument x. Second,
it turns out convenient to combine pairs of the redundant fields ξµA by taking a product
and contracting one pair of indices. This can be done in two different ways,
Π νµ ≡ gABξAµ ξνB, q BA ≡ gACξµCξBµ ≡ ξA · ξB. (4.6)
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Being constructed out of the same building blocks, these matrices satisfy a set of natural
intertwining relations,
[f(Π)] νµ ξ
A
ν = ξ
B
µ [f(q)] AB , ξνA[f(Π)] µν = [f(q)] BA ξµB, (4.7)
where f is an arbitrary analytic function of its argument. It is now a matter of a straight-
forward calculation to evaluate selected components of the MC form using the parametriza-
tion (4.3) [22, 23],
ωH = dt,
ωµP = dx
ν(ĉh Π) µν − dθAξνA(ŝh Π) µν , (4.8)
ωAQ = (e
−iθata)AB
[
dθC(ĉhq) BC − dxµξCµ (ŝhq) BC
]
.
The components Ωi are the same as in the Galileon-like case, and only depend on the
algebra of Q˜i and the fields θ
a. The component ωµAK and the spin connection ω
µν
J do not
seem to have a simple closed expression within the coset space parametrization used here.
Unlike in the Galileon-like case, the spacetime geometry is affected nontrivially by the
presence of the NG fields. Accordingly, there is a nontrivial basis of 1-forms (vielbein) on
the spacetime that must be used when extracting covariant derivatives of fields from the
MC form. Following largely the notation of ref. [57], we denote the covariant vielbein and
its dual respectively by
eNM ≡ (nM , eνM ), EMN ≡ (VM , EMν ), (4.9)
where nM , V
M are the temporal parts of the basis and eνM , E
M
ν the spatial ones. From
ωH = dt it follows that nM = (1,0), and from ω
µ
P we extract
eµ0 = −∂0θAξνA(ŝh Π) µν , eµν = (ĉh Π) µν − ∂νθAξλA(ŝh Π) µλ . (4.10)
The dual vielbein is then given implicitly by
VM = (1,−Eµν eν0), E0ν = 0, Eλν eµλ = gµν . (4.11)
Before proceeding to the construction of actions based on the DBI-like algebras, let us
clarify what symmetry these algebras generate. Working in a close parallel to the discussion
of transformation rules in section 3, we find that the symmetries generated by H, Pµ and
QA act as trivial shifts respectively on t, x
µ and θA. Transformations generated by Q˜i act
linearly thanks to the choice of coset space parametrization,
θA → (eiiti)A
B
θB, ξµA → (eiiti)A
B
ξµB. (4.12)
Finally, by multiplying eq. (4.3) from the left by eiβ
µAKµA , and assuming now the static
algebra case where the Hamiltonian necessarily commutes with all the KµAs, we deduce
the transformation rules under the symmetry generated by KµA. The rules for x
µ and θA
take a closed form,
xµ → xν(ĉh Πβ) µν + θAβνA(ŝh Πβ) µν , θA → θB(ĉhqβ) AB + xµβBµ (ŝhqβ) AB , (4.13)
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where (Πβ)
ν
µ ≡ gABβAµ βνB and (qβ) BA ≡ gACβµCβBµ . The redundant field ξµA undergoes
a constant shift to linear order,
ξµA → ξµA + βµA +O(β2, ξ2). (4.14)
Finally, for those of QAB that are spontaneously broken, we find
θAB → θAB − 12(βAµ ξµB − βBµ ξµA) +O(β2, θa). (4.15)
4.2 Invariant actions
In order to be able to construct actions invariant under the above symmetry transfor-
mations, we need to identify the covariant building blocks that we can utilize for the
construction. This means in particular covariant derivatives of the various fields and an
invariant spacetime volume element. Covariant derivatives of NG fields are extracted from
the corresponding components of the MC form with the help of the vielbein,
ωAQ ≡ ωAQ,MdxM ≡ ∇NθAeNMdxM , Ωa ≡ ΩaMdxM ≡ ∇NθaeNMdxM . (4.16)
At the end of the day, the redundant fields ξµA are eliminated by setting to zero the
spatial covariant derivatives of θA. This leads to an implicit expression for ξµA in terms of
(ordinary) derivatives of θA,
∂µθ
A = ξBµ
(
ŝhq
ĉhq
) A
B
=
(
ŝh Π
ĉh Π
) ν
µ
ξAν . (4.17)
The invariant volume element is in general given by the determinant of the vielbein. Since
in our case nM = (1,0), only the determinant of the spatial part of the vielbein is required.
Upon some manipulation and using the IHC (4.17), the volume element can be cast as
dtddx
√
G, where Gµν ≡ gµν − gAB∂µθA∂νθB. (4.18)
The effective metricGµν describes the extrinsic geometry of a d-brane embedded in a (d+n)-
dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space. What is left of ωAQ upon imposing the IHC (4.17) is
just the temporal covariant derivative of θA,
∇0θA = VMωAQ,M = (e−iθ
ata)AB∂0θ
C(ĉhq) BC = (e−iθ
ata)AB∂0θ
C(G˜−1/2) BC , (4.19)
where
G˜ BA ≡ δBA − gAC∂µθC∂µθB = δBA − ∂µθA∂µθB. (4.20)
To complete the general discussion of the construction of effective actions for DBI-
like algebras, note that once the IHC (4.17) is imposed, ωµAK necessarily contains more
than one derivative per each θA. At the leading order of the derivative expansion of the
EFT where each of the physical NG fields carries at most one derivative, the only building
blocks available for the construction of invariant Lagrangians therefore are the volume
element (4.18), the temporal covariant derivative∇0θA, and the covariant derivative∇Mθa.
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In a given operator, the indices of the covariant derivatives are to be contracted in a way
that preserves all unbroken symmetries. The volume element (4.18) gives a well-defined
spatial part of the kinetic term for θA as long as the matrix gAB is positive- or negative-
definite. Under the same assumption, one can then construct a well-defined temporal part
of the kinetic term through gAB∇0θA∇0θB.9 Hence, without any further assumptions on
the choice of Lie algebra of Q˜i and its representation ti, the DBI-like algebra is guaranteed
to give a perturbatively well-defined EFT. The simplest possible theory, containing the full
kinetic term for all the NG fields θA, then assumes the form
S =
∫
dt ddx
√
G (1 + cgAB∇0θA∇0θB) =
∫
dtddx
√
G
[
1 + c(G˜−1)AB∂0θA∂0θB
]
, (4.21)
where c is a free parameter, and we used the invariance of gAB under the representation ti
of the algebra of Q˜i to eliminate the θ
a fields from the action. This is the nonrelativistic
version of the multi-flavor DBI theory, discussed for instance in ref. [21].
4.3 Example: ISO(2) theory
Given the complexity of the expressions for the vielbein and the covariant derivatives of
the NG fields, it is best to work out in detail at least one simple, concrete example of
a multi-flavor DBI-like theory. Let us consider the n = 2 case with two NG fields θA,
A = 1, 2. There is a single generator QAB ≡ ABQ. To keep things simple, we assume that
there are no other scalar generators Q˜i except for the Hamiltonian that commutes with
all the other generators. Setting gAB = δAB, we see from eq. (2.5) that the scalar sector
of the theory spans the ISO(2) algebra with Q playing the role of rotations and QA that
of translations in the two extra dimensions. For the reader’s convenience, we put together
here all the relevant commutation relations of the symmetry algebra,
[Pµ,KνA] = igµνQA,
[KµA,KνB] = i(δABJµν + gµνABQ),
[KµA, QB] = −iδABPµ,
[QA, QB] = 0, (4.22)
[Q,QA] = −i BA QB,
[Q,KµA] = −i BA KµB.
The transformation (4.12) generated by Q becomes a simple two-dimensional rotation,
θ1 → θ1 cos − θ2 sin , θ2 → θ1 sin + θ2 cos . (4.23)
The transformation induced by KµA remains the same as displayed in eqs. (4.13) and (4.14).
In case the generator Q is also spontaneously broken, the corresponding NG field θ trans-
forms under KµA by a modified version of eq. (4.15),
θ → θ − 12ABβA · ξB +O(β2). (4.24)
9Depending on which of the generators Q˜i are spontaneously broken or not, this is of course not neces-
sarily the most general invariant term with two temporal derivatives that can be added to the Lagrangian.
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The invariant volume element in the action is defined by the determinant of the effective
metric Gµν (4.18), which by the Weinstein-Aronszajn identity equals the determinant of
G˜AB (4.20). (Since we chose gAB = δAB, there is no difference between upper and lower
capital indices.) This in turn is easy to calculate explicitly in the present two-flavor case,
G˜ = 1− δAB∂µθA∂µθB + (∂µθ1)2(∂νθ2)2 − (∂µθ1∂µθ2)2. (4.25)
It would appear that we are now ready to write down the most general effective action,
at least at the leading order of the derivative expansion. But should we be careful enough,
we must inspect possible Wess-Zumino terms. To that end, we first write down the MC
structure equations as obtained directly from the commutation relations of our DBI-like
Lie algebra,
dωµP = ω
A
Q ∧ ωµKA + ωµνJ ∧ ωPν ,
dωAQ = 
A
BωQ ∧ ωBQ + ωµP ∧ ωAKµ, (4.26)
dωµAK = 
A
BωQ ∧ ωµBK + ωµνJ ∧ ωAKν ,
dωQ = ABω
A
Kµ ∧ ωµBK .
We can scan for possible WZ terms in the same way as we did for Galileon-like WZ terms
in section 3.3, that is, by combining a set of basic rotationally invariant d-forms built out
of ωµP and ω
µA
K with pairs of scalar MC forms picked from ωH , ω
A
Q, ωQ. There is however
only one candidate (D + 1)-form that is manifestly invariant as well as closed,10
ωD+1 = µ1···µdABω
A
Q ∧ ωBQ ∧ ωµ1P ∧ · · · ∧ ωµdP . (4.27)
This form is insensitive to whether the SO(2) subgroup generated by Q is spontaneously
broken or not. Indeed, if Q is spontaneously broken, the corresponding NG field θ enters
ωAQ through an overall SO(2) rotation, see eq. (4.8). Since AB is an invariant tensor of
SO(2), θ then simply drops out of the form ωD+1. This is a consequence of our choice of
parametrization (4.3), which ensures that the NG fields θA transform linearly under Q.
Given the rather complicated expression (4.8) for the MC form, it is not immediately
obvious how to integrate the (D+1)-form (4.27) and in turn directly deduce the correspond-
ing Lagrangian. We can however take a shortcut. To the leading order in an expansion in
powers of the NG fields θA, we have ωD+1 = µ1···µdABdθ
A ∧dθB ∧dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧dxµd + · · · .
Guided by this, it is now straightforward to check that
SWZ ≡
∫
dt ddx ABθ
A∂0θ
B (4.28)
is, in fact, exactly invariant under the whole ISO(2) algebra, and thus gives the desired,
complete WZ term.
10In the simplest DBI theory with a single QA generator (denoted here as Q), describing the fluctuations
of a flat D-dimensional brane embedded in a (D + 1)-dimensional flat spacetime, there is likewise a single
candidate WZ (D+ 1)-form. This is µ1···µdωQ ∧ωH ∧ωµ1P ∧ · · · ∧ωµdP , and it leads to the tadpole operator
for the single NG field of the theory [47].
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The WZ term (4.28) canonically conjugates the two NG fields, θ1,2, leading to a single
type-B NG mode in the spectrum. This is so in spite of the fact that the generators
Q1,2 of the algebra (4.22) used to construct the action commute. The explanation is that
the ISO(2) algebra becomes centrally extended upon quantization. This is a nontrivial
manifestation of a phenomenon present already in the theory of a free Schro¨dinger field [7].
The same remark applies to some of the WZ terms constructed in section 3.3.
Altogether, to the leading order in the derivative expansion, the effective action for
our two-flavor DBI-like algebra takes the generic form
S = SWZ +
∫
dtddx
√
GF (∇0θA,∇Mθ), (4.29)
where F is an arbitrary function of the indicated covariant derivatives of the NG fields. In
case the SO(2) generator Q is not spontaneously broken, the θ field is naturally absent. In
case the SO(2) is spontaneously broken, the Lagrangian in eq. (4.29) includes a term of the
type eA∇0θA. The coupling eA can be physically interpreted as the vacuum expectation
value 〈QA〉. It is easy to see that the bilinear part of such eA term is θABeA∂0θB. Hence
this term couples θ to one specific linear combination of the θAs. One can always choose a
basis in the space of the θAs so that, for instance, only e1 6= 0 whereas e2 = 0. Then the eA
term mixes θ with θ2, in accord with the fact that 〈[Q,Q2]〉 = i〈Q1〉 6= 0. If both the WZ
term and the eA term is present, one has to block-diagonalize the part of the Lagrangian
containing a single time derivative to see the precise relation between the fields θA, θ and
the NG modes in the spectrum.
5 Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have initiated the classification of exceptional EFTs living in spacetimes
with a non-Lorentzian kinematical algebra. To that end, we first mapped the landscape of
possible symmetry Lie algebras, obtained by augmenting the algebra of spacetime trans-
lations and spatial rotations with additional scalar and vector generators. The good news
is that we were able to save considerable amount of effort by directly utilizing the corre-
sponding result for Lorentz-invariant systems, obtained in ref. [22].
Even better is the news that when it comes to concrete EFTs based on the thus
classified Lie algebras, giving up Lorentz invariance opens the door to a new world of
potentially interesting theories with nontrivially realized symmetries. We followed the basic
division of EFTs into two infinite classes, dubbed “Galileon-like” and “DBI-like,” discussed
previously in refs. [22, 23]. Both directions turned out fruitful. For the Galileon-like
algebras, we found several novel types of Wess-Zumino terms compared to Lorentz-invariant
theories. These generate nontrivial interactions between Galileon and non-Galileon NG
bosons, and among others open the possibility to couple Galileons to type-B NG bosons.
For the DBI-like algebras, we gave a concrete example of a WZ term that turns fluctuations
of a brane in two extra dimensions into a single type-B NG boson, without having to couple
the system to other, non-DBI-like NG bosons. We expect many of the concrete examples of
EFTs given here to share the appealing properties of relativistic Galileon and DBI theories
such as the presence of scattering amplitudes with enhanced soft limit.
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It should be stressed that due to the focus on the two infinite classes of EFTs based
on the Galileon-like and DBI-like algebras, we did not necessarily cover the full scope of
well-defined EFTs arising from the Lie algebras classified in section 2. This is a challenging
problem and some other possibilities were discussed previously in ref. [22]. To complement
the analysis of multi-flavor EFTs in the main text, we show in appendix C that a full clas-
sification of EFTs is possible in the simplest case of a single scalar and a single redundant
vector generator. Altogether four different tentative EFTs emerge from this classification.
Two of these are the one-flavor special cases of the Galileon-like and DBI-like theories
discussed at length in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Another is the well-known EFT for
nonrelativistic superfluids, based on the Bargmann algebra. The last one is, to our best
knowledge, new and represents an interesting deformation of the Galileon theory featuring
a combination of the usual Galileon symmetry and temporal scaling.
Our analysis opens new questions, a detailed investigation of which would not fit in the
scope of a single paper. The classification of closed invariant (D + 1)-forms that may give
rise to a WZ term, outlined in section 3.3, suggests the possibility of novel, “non-separable”
WZ terms where the actions of the Galileon and non-Galileon symmetries are entangled.
Whether the corresponding algebraic invariance and closedness conditions can be solved in
full generality remains to be seen. It would also be interesting to see whether the relativistic
“special Galileon” symmetry [58] has a nontrivial nonrelativistic counterpart. This could be
investigated either by extending the present framework by allowing for higher-rank tensor
generators [23], or by checking whether a special choice of couplings for the various WZ
terms listed here could further enhance the symmetry of the action [59].
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A Symmetry algebras in d = 3 spatial dimensions
As stressed in section 2, the general symmetry Lie algebra presented therein only includes
contributions to the commutation relations that exist in an arbitrary number d of spatial
dimensions. Additional terms, proportional to the Levi-Civita tensor, may in principle
enter the commutators for d < 4. Here we show that in the physically most interesting
case of d = 3, such additional terms either vanish by means of the Jacobi identities, or can
be absorbed into a redefinition of the generators. In order to prove this claim, we will have
to make the additional assumption that the generators QA are linearly independent, or in
other words that the matrix aiA has maximum rank.
Let us start by putting together all the commutation relations among the generators
Jµν , Pµ, KµA, Qi in their most general form admitted by spatial rotational invariance
(skipping those commutators that are known to vanish),
[Jµν , Jκλ] = i(gµλJνκ + gνκJµλ − gµκJνλ − gνλJµκ),
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[Jµν , Pλ] = i(gνλPµ − gµλPν),
[Jµν ,KλA] = i(gνλKµA − gµλKνA),
[Pµ,KνA] = i(a
i
AgµνQi + bAJµν + αAµνλP
λ + β BA µνλK
λ
B), (A.1)
[KµA,KνB] = i(gABJµν + c
i
ABgµνQi + γABµνλP
λ + δ CAB µνλK
λ
C),
[KµA, Qi] = i(dAiPµ + e
B
AiKµB + AiµνλJ
νλ),
[Qi, Qj ] = if
k
ijQk.
The a priori unknown parameters of the Lie algebra that exist in any number of spatial
dimensions are highlighted in blue, following the notation introduced in ref. [22]. The
unknown parameters that are particular to d = 3 dimensions are highlighted in red and
labeled with lowercase Greek letters. We need to find out how the unknown parameters
are constrained by the various Jacobi identities that are required for the consistency of the
Lie algebra. For the sake of brevity, we will refer to the Jacobi identity of the type
[A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0 (A.2)
as the “{A,B,C} Jacobi identity.”
We start with the contributions to the {P, P,K} Jacobi identity, proportional to the
Qi generators (referred to as the “Q-terms”). The vanishing of these terms requires that
β BA a
i
BQi = β
B
A QB = 0. (A.3)
It is here that we need the assumption of linear independence of QA, which immediately
implies that β BA = 0. Similarly, the Q-terms in the {P,K,K} Jacobi identity imply, again
using the linear independence of QA and the just deduced fact that β
B
A vanishes, that
δ CAB = αAδ
C
B + αBδ
C
A , (A.4)
where the δ-symbol on the right-hand side refers to the usual Kronecker tensor. Further-
more, the P -terms in the {P,K,Q} Jacobi identity allow us to solve for the Ai coefficient,
Ai =
1
2e
B
AiαB. (A.5)
Finally, the Q-terms in the {K,K,K} Jacobi identity give the constraint
(γABQC − δ DAB ciCDQi) + cyclic permutations of A,B,C = 0. (A.6)
Upon using the antisymmetry of the ciAB coefficient in A,B and the solution (A.4) for
δ CAB , the second term in the parentheses is seen to drop out upon summation over cyclic
permutations. Hence the sum of permutations of γABQC alone has to vanish. Using once
more the linear independence of QA and the symmetry of γAB, we infer that γAB = 0.
We are left with only three candidate contributions to the commutation relations that
are specific to d = 3 dimensions, namely the αA, δ
C
AB and Ai terms. These can, however,
be removed by a change of basis of the generators. Indeed, let us set
K˜µA ≡ KµA + 12αAµνλJνλ. (A.7)
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This redefinition is designed so that upon using eq. (A.5), the Ai term disappears, that
is, [K˜µA, Qi] = i(dAiPµ + e
B
AiK˜µB). It is straightforward to check that the [Jµν ,KλA]
commutator is unaffected by the change of basis from KµA to K˜µA. Furthermore, the αA
term drops out of the commutator [Pµ, K˜νA]. Finally, it follows from eq. (A.4) that
[K˜µA, K˜νB] = i(g˜ABJµν + c
i
ABgµνQi), where g˜AB ≡ gAB − αAαB. (A.8)
This completes the argument that when searching for the most general extension of
the Euclidean algebra in d = 3 spatial dimensions by adding a set of scalar and vector
generators, the red-marked parameters in the commutation relations (A.1) can without
loss of generality be assumed to be zero. The only additional assumption that is needed
for the proof is that the set of generators QA ≡ aiAQi is linearly independent. The details
of the derivation of the symmetry algebra as presented in section 2 from the ansatz (A.1)
for the commutators are given in the Supplemental Material of ref. [22].
B Absence of central charges for d > 2
In this appendix, we address the question to what extent the assumption of absence of
central charges, made in section 2, limits the generality of the resulting Lie algebra struc-
ture. While several basic results on the presence or absence of central charges belong to
standard textbook knowledge [60], we make the discussion self-contained.
We start by collecting all the commutators for the generators Jµν , Pµ, KµA, Qi as
listed in section 2, and adding a tentative central charge to each of them (in red),
[Jµν , Jκλ] = i(gµλJνκ + gνκJµλ − gµκJνλ − gνλJµκ + αJJµνκλ),
[Jµν , Pλ] = i(gνλPµ − gµλPν + αJPµνλ),
[Jµν ,KλA] = i(gνλKµA − gµλKνA + αJKµνλA),
[Jµν , Qi] = iα
JQ
µνi,
[Pµ, Pν ] = iα
PP
µν , (B.1)
[Pµ,KνA] = i(gµνQA + α
PK
µνA),
[Pµ, Qi] = iα
PQ
µi ,
[KµA,KνB] = i(gABJµν + gµνQAB + α
KK
µνAB),
[KµA, Qi] = i[i(ti)
B
AKµB + dAiPµ + α
KQ
µAi],
[Qi, Qj ] = i(f
k
ijQk + α
QQ
ij ).
The Jacobi identities for double commutators of the generators give rise to a set of nonlinear
constraints for the coefficients of the generators on the right-hand side of the commutation
relations, and a set of linear constraints for the central charges. The two sets of constraints
are independent from each other and thus all the constraints on the commutators discussed
in section 2 remain valid. Here we only focus on the constraints on the central charges.
We will split the discussion of the various central charges into several groups.
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Central charges in the Euclidean algebra. The constraint imposed by the {J, J, J}
Jacobi identity allows us to express αJJµνκλ in terms of a rank-2 tensor of coefficients, α
JJ
µν ≡
gκλαJJµκνλ, as
αJJµνκλ =
1
d− 2(gµκα
JJ
νλ + gνλα
JJ
µκ − gµλαJJνκ − gνκαJJµλ). (B.2)
The αJJµνκλ central charge is then seen to be trivial in that it can be removed by a redefinition
of the generators,
J˜µν ≡ Jµν −
αJJµν
d− 2 . (B.3)
The existence of a nontrivial central charge in the commutator of rotation generators is
therefore not compatible with the structure of the rotation algebra, which is a special case
of a more general statement valid for all semisimple Lie algebras [60].
Assuming that the central charge αJJµνκλ has already been removed, we proceed to
the commutator of rotation and translation generators. Here the {J, J, P} Jacobi identity
imposes a linear constraint that allows us to express αJPµνλ in terms of α
JP
µ ≡ gνλαJPµνλ as
αJPµνλ =
1
d− 1(gνλα
JP
µ − gµλαJPν ). (B.4)
The central charge can then be removed from the commutator [Jµν , Pλ] by the redefinition
P˜µ ≡ Pµ +
αJPµ
d− 1 . (B.5)
Note that the central charge αJKµνλA can be dealt with in exactly the same way. We find that
as a consequence of the {J, J,K} Jacobi identity, it can always be removed by a redefinition
of the KµA generators.
Finally, the {J, P, P} Jacobi identity implies that the central charge αPPµν necessarily
vanishes unless d = 2, in which case it becomes αPPµν = µνα
PP . This is the only possible
central charge in the Euclidean algebra. It is relevant for instance for the two-dimensional
dynamics of a particle in a uniform background magnetic field.
Central charges that only exist for d = 1. There can be no central charge that
transforms as a vector under spatial rotations. This limits the possible existence of some
of the central charges to d = 1, in which case there are no continuous rotations. In
particular, the {J, P,Q} Jacobi identity thus excludes the αPQµi central charge unless d = 1.
The {P,Q,Q} Jacobi identity then further constrains it by fkijαPQµk = 0. Similarly, the
{J,K,Q} Jacobi identity excludes the αKQµAi unless d = 1. In the following, we will only
focus on Lie algebras in d ≥ 2 spatial dimensions, where a nontrivial Euclidean algebra to
build upon exists.
The αJQ central charge. This is forced by the {J, J,Q} Jacobi identity to vanish unless
d = 2, in which case it necessarily takes the form αJQµνi = µνα
JQ
i . The {J,Q,Q} Jacobi
identity further constrains the coefficients αJQi by
fkijα
JQ
k = 0. (B.6)
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Moreover, it follows from the {J, P,K} Jacobi identity that there is no central charge in
the commutator [Jµν , QA], that is, α
JQ
A ≡ aiAαJQi = 0. In a similar fashion, it follows from
the {J,K,K} Jacobi identity that there is no central charge in [Jµν , QAB].
The αPK and αKK central charges. The {J, P,K} Jacobi identity requires αPKµνA to
take the form
αPKµνA = gµνα
PK
A + µνα˜
PK
A , (B.7)
where the first term can exist in any number of dimensions, whereas the second can only
exist for d = 2. Similarly, the {J,K,K} Jacobi identity requires αKKµνAB to take the form
αKKµνAB = gµνα
KK
AB + µνα˜
KK
AB , (B.8)
where the first term can exist in any number of dimensions, whereas the second can only
exist for d = 2.
The form of these two central charges is further constrained by the {P,K,Q} and
{K,K,Q} Jacobi identities, which imply respectively the pairs of conditions
i(ti)
B
Aα
PK
B + α
QQ
iA = 0, (B.9)
i(ti)
B
Aα˜
PK
B + dAiα
PP = 0, (B.10)
and
αQQiAB + i
[
(ti)
C
Aα
KK
CB + (ti)
C
Bα
KK
AC
]
+ dAiα
PK
B − dBiαPKA = 0, (B.11)
−gABαJQi + i
[
(ti)
C
Aα˜
KK
CB + (ti)
C
Bα˜
KK
AC
]
+ dAiα˜
PK
B + dBiα˜
PK
A = 0. (B.12)
The αQQiA and α
QQ
iAB coefficients arise from projecting Qj in the commutator [Qi, Qj ] to the
subspace of QA and QAB, respectively. A bit of straightforward algebra then shows that
as a consequence of eqs. (B.9) and (B.11), the redefinition
Q˜A ≡ QA + αPKA , Q˜AB ≡ QAB + αKKAB (B.13)
removes the parameters αPKA and α
KK
AB from the Lie algebra. Incidentally, it also removes
central charges from all commutators of QA and QAB.
Summary of the result. The central charges αQQij in the scalar sector are independent
of the number of spacetime dimensions. They can nevertheless always be treated as addi-
tional Abelian scalar generators, and are thus already implicitly included in the framework
developed in section 2. Apart from these, the αPKA and α
KK
AB parameters, which we just
successfully removed by a redefinition of the generators, were the only candidate central
charges that could exist for d > 2. We therefore conclude that, as asserted in the main
text, our extended Euclidean algebra does not have any nontrivial central charges in d > 2
spatial dimensions.
In d = 2 spatial dimensions, the following commutators may feature a central charge,11
[Jµν , Qi] = iµνα
JQ
i ,
11For d = 2, there can be additional contributions to the commutators between the various generators,
proportional to the Levi-Civita tensor. These are not addressed in detail here.
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[Pµ, Pν ] = iµνα
PP ,
[Pµ,KνA] = i(gµνQA + µνα˜
PK
A ), (B.14)
[KµA,KνB] = i(gABJµν + gµνQAB + µνα˜
KK
AB ),
[Qi, Qj ] = i(f
k
ijQk + α
QQ
ij ).
The central charge αJQi is constrained by the condition f
k
ijα
JQ
k = 0, and vanishes when
projected on the subspace of the QA or QAB generators. The central charges α
PP , α˜PKA
and α˜KKAB are constrained by eqs. (B.10) and (B.12). These require in particular that both
αPP and α˜PKA vanish as soon as a single component of the matrix gAB is nonzero.
Finally, the central charge αQQij is restricted by the generic condition
f `ijα
QQ
k` + f
`
jkα
QQ
i` + f
`
kiα
QQ
j` = 0. (B.15)
Whether or not a nontrivial solution exists depends strongly on the nature of the Lie
algebra of the scalar generators Qi. In any case, as stressed above, such central charges
can always be included by extending the set of scalar generators appropriately.
C Effective theories with a single scalar
In the main text, we focused on working out two infinite classes of EFTs, based on the
Galileon-like and DBI-like algebras. The price we had to pay for being able to construct
concrete Lagrangians was discarding an a priori large set of potentially interesting Lie al-
gebras that do not fall into any of these two categories. In this appendix, we demonstrate
that at least in the special case of a single NG boson, corresponding to a single scalar gen-
erator and associated with it a single redundant vector generator, all allowed Lie algebras
can be found explicitly. This simple setting also makes it possible to explore the different
ways to incorporate the Hamiltonian in the scalar sector of the Lie algebra.
All we have to do is to restrict the general Lie algebra structure outlined in section 2
to a single value of the index A, with a single scalar generator QA ≡ Q and a single vector
generator KµA ≡ Kµ. We also include explicitly the Hamiltonian H but no other scalar
generators Qi apart from Q and H. The full symmetry Lie algebra then consists of the
Euclidean algebra of Jµν and Pµ augmented with the following commutation relations,
[Jµν ,Kλ] = i(gνλKµ − gµλKν),
[Jµν , Q] = [Jµν , H] = 0,
[Pµ,Kν ] = igµνQ,
[Pµ, Q] = [Pµ, H] = 0, (C.1)
[Kµ,Kν ] = −ivJµν ,
[Kµ, Q] = ivPµ,
[Kµ, H] = −iwKµ + iuPµ,
[Q,H] = −iwQ.
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vSO(d+1) DBI
Bargmann Galileon
SO(d,1) DBI
u
Figure 1. The “phase diagram” of EFTs with a single scalar and a single vector generator in the
plane of u, v parameters, see eq. (C.1). The parameter w has been set to zero. “Bargmann” refers
to the EFT for nonrelativistic superfluids, based on the spontaneously broken Bargmann algebra.
The parameters v, w are mutually exclusive, that is, subject to the constraint vw = 0; this
is what remains of the general condition that gAB be invariant under the representation of
the algebra of Qi by the matrices ti. As a consequence, eq. (C.1) defines a two-parameter
family of Lie algebras.
C.1 The w = 0 case: Galileon, DBI, and Galilei-invariant superfluid
Let us inspect what Lie algebras are included in the family (C.1), starting with the class
of w = 0 algebras. The three possibilities that we find and work out in detail below are
presented in a graphic form in figure 1.
The u = v = 0 case: Galileon. When all the parameters u, v, w are zero, the only
nontrivial commutators contained in eq. (C.1) are
[Jµν ,Kλ] = i(gνλKµ − gµλKν),
[Pµ,Kν ] = igµνQ.
(C.2)
This is the single-flavor nonrelativistic Galileon algebra, a special case of the class of
Galileon-like algebras analyzed in section 3. All the conclusions made therein regard-
ing the symmetry transformations and coset construction of effective Lagrangians remain
valid here. Due to the absence of any other scalar generators than Q and H, only the WZ
terms derived in section 3.3.1 are relevant for this single-flavor case. These constitute a
verbatim copy of the relativistic Galileon Lagrangians, originally derived in ref. [25], upon
reinterpreting the Greek indices as describing spatial coordinates only.
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The v 6= 0 case: DBI. In this case, the parameter u can be consistently removed from
the Lie algebra by redefining the Hamiltonian, H˜ ≡ H − uvQ. Subsequently, the parameter
v itself can be reduced to sgn v ≡ s by rescaling the Kµ and Q generators by
√|v|. We
thus end up with a discrete set of two Lie algebras, following from eq. (C.1),
[Jµν ,Kλ] = i(gνλKµ − gµλKν),
[Pµ,Kν ] = igµνQ, (C.3)
[Kµ,Kν ] = −isJµν ,
[Kµ, Q] = isPµ.
This is the single-flavor special case of the class of nonrelativistic DBI-like algebras inves-
tigated in section 4. Namely, the scalar Q acts as a generator of translations in an extra
dimension, whereas the vector Kµ generates rotations between the d physical spatial di-
mensions and the extra dimension. The sign of the metric in the extra dimension is fixed by
s. Hence, for s = 1 the Lie algebra of symmetry generators is isomorphic to the Euclidean
algebra SO(d + 1) n Rd+1, whereas for s = −1 it is isomorphic to SO(d, 1) n Rd+1. (The
Hamiltonian is separate and commutes with all the other generators.)
It follows from the discussion in section 4 that to the leading order of the derivative
expansion where each NG field factor θ carries one derivative, an invariant action can be
built out of the invariant volume element, dt ddx
√
1 + s(∂µθ)2, and the temporal covariant
derivative of the NG field, equal to
∇0θ = ∂0θ√
1 + s(∂µθ)2
. (C.4)
To the leading order of the derivative expansion, the most general effective action for the
single-flavor nonrelativistic DBI theory therefore assumes the form
S =
∫
dtddx
√
1 + s(∂µθ)2 F (∇0θ), (C.5)
where F (∇0θ) is an arbitrary, sufficiently smooth function, only constrained by the require-
ment that it admits a series expansion in powers of ∂Mθ. In the formal series expansion,
F (∇0θ) =
∑∞
n=0 cn(∇0θ)n, the c0 term leads to an action describing the induced spatial
geometry of a d-dimensional flat brane, fluctuating in the extra dimension. The c1 term
drops out of the action, being a total time derivative. The c2 term is needed alongside the
c0 term to get a full, both spatial and temporal, kinetic term for θ. All the higher-order
terms cn with n ≥ 3 parametrize self-interactions of the NG mode θ.
The v = 0, u 6= 0 case: Galilei-invariant superfluid. In this case, the parameter u
can be set to one by rescaling the Hamiltonian. We thus end up with a unique Lie algebra,
whose only nontrivial commutators following from eq. (C.1) are
[Jµν ,Kλ] = i(gνλKµ − gµλKν),
[Pµ,Kν ] = igµνQ, (C.6)
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[Kµ, H] = iPµ.
This is the Bargmann algebra where Kµ is the Galilei boost and Q is the central charge.
In quantum many-body systems, Q can be interpreted as the operator of particle number.
An EFT based on its spontaneous breaking then describes nonrelativistic superfluids.
The construction of EFTs for nonrelativistic superfluids based on the spacetime and
internal symmetries alone is by now well-known [61, 62]. For the reader’s convenience, we
will however briefly summarize the main steps. In line with the notation used in sections 3
and 4, we parametrize the coset space, spanning nonlinearly realized symmetries, as
U(t, x, θ, ξ) ≡ eitHeixµPµeiθQeiξµKµ . (C.7)
The symmetries generated by H, Pµ and Q act simply as shifts on t, x
µ and θ, respectively.
The only nontrivial transformation is induced by a Galilei boost with parameter βµ, under
which
xµ → xµ − βµt, θ → θ + βµxµ − 12β2t, ξµ → ξµ + βµ. (C.8)
A few lines of calculation give the nonzero components of the MC form,
ωH = dt,
ωµP = dx
µ + ξµdt, (C.9)
ωµK = dξ
µ,
ωQ = dθ − ξµdxµ − 12ξ2dt.
Using the same notation as in section 4, we find from ωH and ω
µ
P that the covariant vielbein
equals
nM = (1,0), e
ν
M = (ξ
ν , gνµ), (C.10)
whereas its dual reads
VM = (1,−ξµ), EMν = (0, gµν ). (C.11)
The corresponding invariant volume element is dt ddx. The spatial part of ωQ provides the
IHC necessary to eliminate the redundant field ξµ; it takes the same form as for Galileon-
like theories, ξµ = ∂µθ. The rest of ωQ gives the temporal covariant derivative of θ,
∇0θ ≡ VMωQ,M = ∂0θ − ξµ∂µθ + 12ξ2
IHC−−→ ∂0θ − 12(∂µθ)2. (C.12)
This is invariant under all the symmetries, and at the same time it is the only covariant
operator that contains at most one derivative per θ. To the leading order of the deriva-
tive expansion, the effective Lagrangian for a nonrelativistic, Galilei-invariant superfluid
is therefore given by an arbitrary function F (∇0θ). The form of this function can be
constrained by matching to the equation of state of the superfluid [61, 62].
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C.2 The w 6= 0 case: deformed Galileon
In this case, one necessarily has v = 0. Also, the parameter u can be consistently removed
by redefining K˜µ ≡ Kµ− uwPµ. Finally, the parameter w can be set to one by rescaling the
Hamiltonian. At the end of the day, we thus find a unique Lie algebra, determined by the
commutation relations
[Jµν ,Kλ] = i(gνλKµ − gµλKν),
[Pµ,Kν ] = igµνQ, (C.13)
[Kµ, H] = −iKµ,
[Q,H] = −iQ,
This can be thought of as the Galileon algebra (C.2) deformed by temporal scaling act-
ing on the Kµ and Q generators. From the group-theoretic point of view, both alge-
bras (C.2) and (C.13) have the structure of a semidirect product of the subalgebra spanned
on {Jµν , H}, acting on the subalgebra spanned on {Pµ,Kµ, Q}. The action is, however,
different in the two cases.
Let us see how the difference is reflected in the coset construction of invariant actions.
Using the same coset space parametrization as in eq. (C.7), we find that the time and space
translations generated by H and Pµ act as trivial shifts of t and x
µ, respectively. Under a
transformation generated by Q, with parameter , the NG field θ shifts as
θ → θ + et. (C.14)
Similarly, under a transformation generated by Kµ, with parameter β
µ, the scalar and
vector fields shift respectively as
θ → θ + etβµxµ, ξµ → ξµ + etβµ. (C.15)
The MC form is evaluated by a simple calculation and reads
ωH = dt,
ωµP = dx
µ, (C.16)
ωµK = dξ
µ − ξµdt,
ωQ = dθ − θdt− ξµdxµ.
The geometry of the flat spacetime is not affected by the spontaneously broken symmetry,
that is, the vielbein arising from ωH and ω
µ
P is trivial. The vector field ξ
µ is eliminated by
setting the spatial part of ωQ to zero, which corresponds to the IHC ξµ = ∂µθ. Invariant
actions are then built out of the following covariant derivatives, extracted from the temporal
part of ωQ and from ω
µ
K ,
∇0θ = ∂0θ − θ,
∇0ξµ = ∂0ξµ − ξµ IHC−−→ ∂0∂µθ − ∂µθ, (C.17)
∇νξµ = ∂νξµ IHC−−→ ∂ν∂µθ.
While the deformed Galileon structure looks certainly interesting, it is not clear whether
a perturbatively well-defined EFT can be constructed using the above building blocks.
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